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THE SPIRIT OF ALTOONA
The Pennsylvania Railroad was the gold standard
of American industry. Its famed passenger service
provided the ultimate travel comfort. From 1914 until
1956, the many passenger trains of the PRR were
hauled by an iconic steam locomotive: the K4s Class
engine—a masterwork of technology, engineering,
and innovation. This class was the first scientifically
designed engine, developed by the famous Altoona
Test Department. These mammoth engines propelled
a growing nation through two world wars, the Great
Depression, and a booming post-war America. Today,
only two survive. The Spirit of Altoona is one of them.
K4s 1361 was built in the Juniata Shops, where it was
placed in service on May 18, 1918, during the final
spring of the First World War. For more than thirtyfive years the engine hauled trains of the iconic PRR
passenger fleet over the main line, first between New
York and Pittsburgh and later, after the eastern lines
were electrified, between Harrisburg and Pittsburgh.

When the locomotive was finally retired in 1956, K4s
1361 had rolled up 2,469,000 miles—the mileage
equivalent of ten round-trips to the moon. Its countless
trips included frequent passage across the World
Famous Horseshoe Curve, where it was dedicated as a
monument to the Golden Age of Steam in 1957.
By 1985, after nearly three decades of exposure to the
elements, great deterioration and considerable rusting
had occurred. Through the efforts of Conrail and
many others, the locomotive was removed from the
mountain, to coincide with the fifth anniversary of the
Railroaders Memorial Museum. Initially, the K4s was
only meant to receive cosmetic restoration. However,
strong public interest spurred the ambition to return it
to running condition. On April 12, 1987, K4s 1361 set
out under steam on its first restored run. In 1988, one
of the locomotive’s axles, which propelled the driver
wheels, developed thermal stress. The K4s languished
in idleness as public enthusiasm waned, until now.

THE MISSION
The mission of the Railroaders Memorial Museum is
to maintain the historical, technical, and cultural fabric
of Central Pennsylvania railroaders, of all eras, and
the communities they built. By restoring, preserving,
and interpreting The Spirit of Altoona, the museum
can accomplish this educational goal of honoring their
legacy. Accompanying the museum’s comprehensive
exhibits, K4s 1361 will expand the visitor experience
via multiple methods including STEAM education,
locomotive excursions, living history programs, live
steam demonstrations, and stationary exhibits.

THE VISION
The Railroaders Memorial Museum will strive to
present educational and heritage programs to learners
of all ages through innovative outreach. The Spirit
of Altoona will be the centerpiece of these engaging
efforts. Additional rolling stock, such as baggage and
post office cars, will supplement the locomotive by
serving as exhibit space and passenger seating. These
vibrant vignettes will foster immersive experiences
for any visitor, pulling students and tourists into a rich
1950s ambiance. This method of interpretation through
the implementation of historic railcars is a formula that
has been used with great success at other heritage sites
across the United States. Above all else, the rendering
of such a vintage environment, along with STEAM
education initiatives, will offer passengers a window
into the nation’s compelling steam powered past.

I. STEAM EDUCATION
STEAM—which stands for Science, Technology, Engineering, Art, and Math—is an integrated learning system
that utilizes play and other informal activities designed to encourage and stimulate problem-solving abilities.
Elements of the new learning experience at the Railroaders Memorial Museum will include hands-on learning
opportunities and education camps aimed at K-12 students. Great technological change happened in railroading
during the 1940s when steam engines were replaced by sleek diesel-electric locomotives. There is much that
young people can learn from this transition and how it affects transportation today. A core element of this
initiative will be a guidebook for railway-themed K-12 STEAM outreach activities. It will contain descriptions
of educational interests designed to introduce students to the railroad transportation mode through the lens of
STEAM concepts. While the railroad industry is the leader in long-haul freight transportation in the United
States, recruiting students to leadership roles in the industry is challenging. With many railroad employees
approaching retirement age, the need to raise student awareness of railway industry career opportunities has
never been greater. The activities in the proposed guidebook will be available for download so any educator
can have access. These hands-on activities will provide students with knowledge through experiential learning
that also increases their awareness of railway transportation technology and vocational pursuits.

II. LOCOMOTIVE EXCURSIONS
The Spirit of Altoona will travel throughout the mid-Atlantic via regional short-lines and other tourist railroads.
Building connections and partnerships with other tourist rail lines will provide multiple routes throughout the
Commonwealth and beyond. Revenue will be generated through ticket sales, merchandise sales, and corporate
sponsorships. Average ticket prices will vary dependent upon trip duration, train length, and the frequency of
excursions. Each train journey will be able to accommodate possibly up to 500 passengers. Consistent ticket sales
could therefore be as high as $30,000 per excursion trip. Utilizing these scheduled excursions, K4s 1361 will offer
immersive and memorable experiences for paying customers through living history programs and much more.

III. LIVING HISTORY PROGRAMS
Historically appareled hosts within each passenger
car will serve as docents highlighting the travel life
and culture of post-World War II America. This level
of interaction will engender meaningful encounters
and conversations between trained interpreters and
passengers. Living history activities could include
narrated scenery tours, theatrical events by costumed
performers, and other seasonal tours coinciding with
holidays such as Halloween and Christmas. A small
retail space in the form of a recreated Pennsylvania
Railroad commissary could sell vintage style playing
cards, newspapers, magazines, and snacks. Additional
props such as baggage carts, freight crates, luggage,
signposts, and automobiles will further enhance the
period aesthetic. Upon restoration completion, a more
detailed lesson plan, complementing the museum’s
curriculum, will be developed and implemented.

IV. LIVE DEMONSTRATIONS
Live steam demonstrations will attract local visitors from Blair County and the surrounding areas. These
demonstrations will include actual movement of the locomotive through the roundhouse complex by using the
operating turntable and engine bays. These exhibitions will also consist of structured programs conveying the
manners in which the rail heritage of the past pertains to contemporary rail operations in America. Live sessions
will present the museum opportunities to gain additional revenue for maintenance support through special program
admission prices. These programs will occur approximately once per quarter to coincide with events.

V. STATIONARY EXHIBITS
When not in active use for excursion tours, The Spirit of Altoona will be
secured indoors at the museum’s Harry Bennett Memorial Roundhouse.
These interludes of comparative inactivity will serve as ideal opportunities
for static displays. A primary element of this will be wayside markers
that chronicle the decades-long journey of the locomotive. These panels
will include information and visuals on the construction, career, decline,
and rebirth of the iconic train. Supplementing these will be lively audio
recreating the sounds and voices of K4s 1361 in action.

A RENEWED PASSION
In 2012, The Spirit of Altoona was reconsolidated
in the Harry Bennett Memorial Roundhouse at the
Railroaders Memorial Museum. Through dedicated
volunteers, consisting of employees from Norfolk
Southern’s Locomotive Shop, the project was kept
alive. The COVID-19 pandemic necessitated change
at the museum. Former Norfolk Southern CEO Wick
Moorman, who had previously launched the 21st
Century Steam Program, became Board Chairman. As
a result, other supporters, such as rail preservationist
Bennett Levin, joined the organization. The combined
vision and expertise of this newly constructed team
allowed for a dramatic re-evaluation of the project.
In 2019, the Railroaders Memorial Museum recruited
FMW Solutions to perform an inspection of K4s 1361,
including a review of all previous restoration efforts.
This railroad contractor and consulting firm brings
mechanical engineering expertise and professional
project management to the table. FMW Solutions is
also an accomplished rail preservation resource, with
knowledge in long-term maintenance and operations.
A six-month series of engineering calculations, non-destructive tests (NDT), radiographic examinations (X-Ray),
and visual inspections resulted in the development of a detailed report. These tests identified welding defects that
did not meet modern standards and were thus fully extracted. Further tests and repairs met the requirements of the
American Welding Specifications (AWS), the National Board Inspection Code (NBIC), and the American Society
of Mechanical Engineers (ASME). This thorough study was submitted to the Federal Railroad Administration
(FRA) and a detailed plan was approved in early 2021, which permitted this long-awaited project to proceed.
In September 2021, two major milestones were reached. First, the weld defects in the steam dome flush patch
were repaired. Secondly, the firebox and rear flue sheet were removed, both of which had posed serious concerns.
Upon initial inspection by FMW, the firebox failed to comply with the minimum factor of safety (FoS) rating of
four. This requirement calls for any locomotive boiler to withstand four times the Maximum Authorized Working
Pressure (MAWP). In addition, the rear flue sheet had been excessively warped and thus did not abide by the
requirements provided by the NBIC and the ASME. Both were subsequently removed for future reconstruction.
With original blueprints and modeling software, FMW Solutions is able to redesign and reconstruct the firebox.
Since June 2021, the museum has raised over $100,000 from the generosity of the public. The organization has
also reestablished a partnership with the PRRT&HS. The society launched a $100,000 match campaign for the
project in 2022. Additional support from the Candelaria Fund has also been pledged. The first $500,000 raised
will be dedicated to the construction and installation of a new Belpair firebox for K4s 1361. Nevertheless, critical
parts of the locomotive will be reused, if they meet current standards, for cost saving purposes. These include the
backhead, mud rings, and various smaller components. Ultimately, through scientific and technological processes,
FMW Solutions has developed a viable path to return K4s 1361 to operational condition in accordance with the
highest applicable industrial standards while also maintaining the locomotive’s historical integrity.

ESTIMATED PROJECT BUDGET
As of 2022, the projected cost to return The Spirit of Altoona back to operational condition is roughly $2.4 million.
FMW Solutions has taken a conservative approach, developing the following cost estimates with appropriate
milestones. The completion date for this work listed below is completely funding dependent.
Category/Phase:
Firebox
Boiler & Steam Piping
Appliances
Tender, Trucks, & Wheels
Driving & Running Gears
Frame, Binders, Spring Rigging, & Brake Rigging
Value Gear
Pistons & Crossheads
Engine Truck & Trailing Truck
Air Brake System & Piping
Fit & Finish
Engineering Support & Project Management
Boiler & Frame Crane Lift
Establishing Machine Shop (Optional)
Total Estimated Restoration Cost:

*Estimated Cost:
$425,000
$315,000
$180,000
$85,000
$385,000
$215,000
$120,000
$110,000
$25,000
$55,000
$190,000
$110,000
$20,000
$150,000
$2,385,000

*These costs are subject to change depending on material availability and unforseen obstacles.

ANNUAL GIVING PROGRAM
Though a substantial sum, the Railroaders Memorial Museum is confident that raising the required capital is
achievable through several paths: corporate contributions, private foundations, and public funding. The breakdown
of annual funding needed each year to support work is approximately $600,000. Support can come in the form of
a single donation, annual contributions, matching challenges, and matching public grants. All donations are taxdeductible as the museum is a 501c3 non-profit corporation. Once near completion, the museum will fundraise to
acquire the resources needed to create a sustainable maintenance plan. The sample Annual Giving Chart below
shows how suggested contributions can be dispersed throughout the projected rebuild term of four years.
Time:

Number of Donors: Annual Amount: Pledge Amount: Total Amount:
$1,000,000
2
$125,000
$500,000
$500,000
5
$25,000
$100,000
$500,000
10
$12,500
$50,000
4 Years
$250,000
10
$6,250
$25,000
$250,000
25
$2,500
$10,000
$250,000
50
$1,250
$5,000

THE RAILROADERS MEMORIAL MUSEUM
The Railroaders Memorial Museum seeks to preserve
the stories and contributions of Central Pennsylvanians
who left an imprint on their communities, industry,
and nation. Museum displays include a rich array
of artifacts, immersive environments, and life size
tableaus of railroad workers. Various orientation films
present colorful context of the people and lifestyles
that composed the city’s railroading community.
First opened in 1980, the Railroaders Memorial
Museum relocated in April 1998 to the Pennsylvania
Railroad’s former Master Mechanics Building.
Constructed in 1882, the structure was used for a
century of railroad operations. Initially, the physical
and chemical laboratories were housed inside. In
subsequent years, the building was used for medical
offices, storage, and railroad police headquarters. It
is one of the sole survivors of the Altoona Machine
Shops. The site is a stunning example of architecture
and a monument to the individuals who built it.
The Harry Bennett Memorial Roundhouse, located at the museum, features a working 105-foot turntable, indoor
storage bays, and outdoor storage spurs that display and interpret the museum’s rolling stock collection. This
seven-bay structure is actively being used as a mechanic shop for K4s 1361 and other restoration projects.

THE WORLD FAMOUS HORSESHOE CURVE
In the early 1850s, the massive front of the Allegheny
Mountains blocked westward advance. This obstacle
culminated in the creation of the Gallitzin Tunnels
and the Horseshoe Curve, both of which were dug
out of near-impenetrable geographic formations.
Engineers reduced grades and effectively conquered
the mountains. To conduct these laborious endeavors,
the PRR hired job-hungry Irish immigrants. The work
lasted three grueling years until February 1854.
The Horseshoe Curve became known as one of the
eight engineering marvels of the world, transforming
into a tourist destination and one of the primary eastwest arteries of railroad travel in the nation. Today,
visitors from around the globe visit the Horseshoe
Curve, designated a National Historic Landmark in
1966, to reflect on its incredible past and compelling
scenery. The attraction includes a small museum,
observation platforms, picnic areas, and a gift shop.

